Kidswise Consultancy Guidelines
Sandy is passionate about Children’s Ministry. It is her firm conviction that we must not only
faithfully teach children the Bible, but that the habits, methods and patterns of our Children’s
Ministry should be intentionally biblical also. Sandy wants to spend time helping others work out
what the next step would be for them and so now offers a consultancy service as part of her
Kidswise ministry.
PREPARATION
For both Sandy and others to benefit from their time together, a structured approach to these
discussions is essential. This ensures that both parties can prepare properly, that the advice given
is context specific and the outcomes are effective.
In order to prepare effectively, main talking points need to be listed on the consultation
confirmation sheet. Talking points can be in the form of topics, questions or scenarios, and are to
be prioritised to ensure the most important areas are covered first. If there are limitations specific
to your context, please ensure these are included. If there is inadequate time to cover your talking
points in your scheduled consultation, a new appointment can be scheduled.
It is advisable to take notes during the sessions. Sandy is happy for you to record the session for
your personal use only.
Sandy is available for face-to face sessions (in her office at Rooty Hill), via Skype or over the phone.
In special cases Sandy may be available for a longer consultation (e.g. to review papers,
syllabuses…). Rates for this type of consultation will be dependent on the circumstances.
A consultation is to be booked at least two weeks in advance and is dependant on availability.
FEES
Fees associated with this service:
1st hour - $100 (includes the cost of preparation for the consultancy)
2nd hour - $50
A maximum of two hours is available for any one session. If you require further time after your
initial 2 hours, every subsequent hour will be charged at $50 and a new appointment will need to
be scheduled.
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To request an appointment, please fill in the attached form and return to Sandy’s manager who
will confirm your appointment within 2 weeks of receipt.
Kidswise Manager Leeanne Smith
P 02 9501 3421
E manager@kidswise.com.au

ABOUT SANDY
Sandy has been blessed by the ministry experience of others who
have invested time in her. She has been the lead Children’s
Minister in her church for the past 24 years and has had first hand
experience in a Kid’s Ministry that has grown from a few children
to a multi-service, multi-platform ministry. Sandy would love to
help others in their specific situations to raise up the next
generation to love Jesus and to live for him. Please get in touch to
discuss how she can help you in your ministry for the glory of
Christ.

“So far I have found, that for every question I have about Children’s Ministry, Sandy not only has a
theoretical answer, but she has also investigated the issue and tried the solution in her Church
family! To give one example; when Sandy first encouraged me to think about children serving, I
agreed with the hope but had no idea where to start. Sandy was able to talk me through the
progression from Pre-schoolers loving their peers, to Primary Schoolers taking on practical roles, to
teenagers being trained and coached in being leaders of younger children. We are now trying to
implement this progression across our four congregations. Thank you Sandy!”
Ed Drew (Children’s Minister Dundonald UK)

Kidswise...your partner in children’s ministry
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